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DMG MORI Messenger
Live machine monitoring –
For maximum productivity.

All the time and everywhere

Online machine monitoring –
For increased productivity and higher output.
The new DMG MORI Messenger allows you to access detailed machine
condition information live – anytime, anywhere.
For machines from DMG MORI and other manufacturers. Thanks to permanent
online monitoring you can always keep an eye on your production
and reduce downtimes significantly.

You can see from your machines exactly:
++ what is currently being produced
++ how long the machining process will last
++ how much has already been produced
++ what happens during unmanned periods
++ why a machine is idle
... and will be notified if a machine shuts
down or an alarm is triggered.

Actual online overview of machine tools

Live statuses for individual machines

Precise and detailed

Evaluation and control of the machines –
optimisation of production and order calculation.
DMG MORI Messenger provides several analyses with which you can evaluate the productivity
of your machines and the profitability of your orders – over any given period. You can analyse the
productivity of every machine and carry out precise costings for existing orders.
Assess your machines in detail:
++ which machine is the most productive
++ what percentage of the time or how many hours they spent in operation
++ how long they were idle
++ what caused the stoppages
... and use this information to optimise your production and
calculate the cost of manufacture.

Assess the utilisation of a machine group
over a period of one month

Kremann und Esser GmbH & Co. KG

Increase your spindle hours at
the weekend by 20 %.
Mould makers Kremann und Esser GmbH & Co. KG are experts in
the production of complex, precision blow moulds. They rely on modern
machine tools including machining centres from DMG MORI.
“These machines also run at the weekends and they are unmanned”,
as CEO Franz-Peter Esser explains.

In his office and on business trips, Franz-Peter Esser, the
CEO of Kremann and Esser, uses DMG MORI Messenger
to monitor the live status of all of his CNC machines.

Kremann und Esser rely on DMG MORI Messenger. “The software
gives our employees the ability to monitor every single machine live
from their homes – quite simply on a PC, tablet or smartphone.”
If a fault occurs, the operator is immediately notified and can look for a
solution on site. “This has increased the running times of the ten
machines connected to DMG MORI Messenger by 20 %.”

Kremann und Esser GmbH & Co. KG
Waldheimstraße 13, 58566 Kierspe
www.kremann-esser.de

During unmanned shifts at the weekend, DMG MORI
Messenger tells employees at home via PC, tablet or
smartphone, machining technician Maik Wollkopf in this
case, whether all the machines are operating reliably.

Metalltechnik Vils GmbH

Keeping you informed of
what is happening in your production.
Metalltechnik Vils GmbH from Tirol is a skilled contract manufacturer
for challenging sectors such as machine tool construction and the automotive industry. “We aim to have our more than 50 CNC-controlled
machines working around the clock”, explains Thomas Allgaier, managing director of Metalltechnik Vils. DMG MORI Messenger is an important tool in this regard. “With this facility we can display the current
status of all machines clearly for all employees on a large screen.”
This is particularly useful in large parts manufacturing, where machine
idle time might go unnoticed due to the enormous size of the hall.

With DMG MORI Messenger, Thomas Allgaier, a member
of the family which owns Metalltechnik Vils, can always
see the current status of his machines.

DMG MORI Messenger provides another benefit in the form of analysis
options. “The software provides information on quantities produced,
the reasons for stoppages and the actual machine cycle times”. This
is enormously helpful in optimising production and calculating quotations.

Metalltechnik Vils GmbH
Allgäuer Str. 23, 6682 Vils
www.metalltechnik-vils.com

During unmanned shifts, DMG MORI Messenger displays
mobile information about the machine activity on smartphones or tablets and alerts employees by email in the event
of a shutdown.

Highlights

Contact
Advice & sales

++ Boost productivity and minimise stoppages
Live machine and order statuses – all the time, everywhere
++ Optimise production and job cost calculation
Assess the productivity of every machine and the profitability of orders

Get the demo version at the click
of a mouse

DMG Electronics GmbH
Christian Kummernuß
Tel.: +49 (0) 52 05 / 74 28 78
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Try it for free and test it on our demo website:
https://messenger.dmgmori.com

